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IMPORTANT NOTES

Pfease note that the77 integrated amplifier ls microprocessor
contro[ed and a fuil system operatilrg cheek is carried out

when it is first switched on byilp mah power switch.

Because of this some types of brbl porer failure, or if it is
switched off and ol v?ry quickty, rnay carse it to lock-up

(controls don't function) - shoura nis 6cc"tren just swiich
off and after a short delay (a few seconCs) sritcd on again.

It is always good practice to switch off equipnnnt before
connecting or disconnecting signar reads. This wiil pTevent
unpleasant and loud noises coming from the loudspeakers

and avoid the risk of damage to equiprrent

This equipment is doubre insurated and does not need a
safety earth. lt is important though that any equipment

connected to it is earthed according to the manufaa'rers
instructions. This becomes more important as the number

of units which are connected together incrcases.

Quad high fidelity equipment is designed to reploduce
music at realistic revers, but there is a-wodd of difference
between the sound levels produced by a s:tring quartet

and a heavy metalgroup.

Please be aware that very high sound pressrure levels can
cause permanent hearing damage, but such levels
would also cause severe annoyance to neighbours.
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CE NOTICE

C€
FOC r('rrcE

tlsAzrd Mhn models

Information to the user:

This product, Quad 77 Integrated Amplifier model 7710, has been designed
to conform to the EU Electromagnetic compatibitity Directive g9/396/EEc
and to the Low Voltage Direct ive 7gl2glEEc and their  respect ive
amendments. The product is duly CE marked.

This product is intended to be used within the home as part of a home
based entertainment system. lt has been designed to meet the safety
requirements typical of this type of product.

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a
class B device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are
designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a
residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate
radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the
instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications.
However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular
installation. lf this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or
television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment otf
and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or
more of the following measures:

* Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna* Inciease the separation between the equipment and the receiver* connect the equipment into an ouflet on a circuit ditferent to that to
which the receiver is attached

* Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help

This c lass B apparatus meets al l  the requirements of  the canadian
Intederence Causing Equipment Regulations.

Alteration or modifications carried out without appropriate authorization may
invalidate the user's right to operate the equipment.

r-_
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INTRODUCTION

GUARANTEE

SERVICE

Impofrant

How to Find us

The Quad 77 integrated amplifier is one of a number of products intheTT range.
It may be operated as a high quality stand alone unit or as part of the fully
integrated 77 remole control system. Three inputs are provided (source 1,
source 2 and tape playbacUrecord).

When connected as part of the 77 QUADLINK system all units are linked
together by the QUADLINK data bus which handles power, signal and control
functions. Any number of zz units can be connected but the three normal inputs
will still be available for non T7 range products. The77 integrated amplifier also
provides a low voltage supply for charging the batteries of the 77 remote control.

The optionalTT intrared remote control allows full operation of all units intheTT
system. lt is fully interactive and transmits control commands and receives
information backaboutallotherunitsconnectedto the77 bus. Thisensuresthat
the remote control is automatically updated when new equipment is introduced
and connected - it will always be abreast of the latest technology. operation is
extremely simple, commands for all z series products connected to the system
are shown on an LCD display.

Your Quad 77 integrated amplifier is guaranteed against any defect in material
and workmanship for a period of two years from the date of purchase. within
this period we will supply replacement parts free of charge provided that the
failure was not caused by misuse, accident or negligence.
within the UK this guarantee does not limit your statutory rights. A separate
guarantee card is not supplied and your guarantee begins on the day of
purchase.

lf your 77 integrated amplifier needs sewicing retum it to the supplier, the
distributor for the country of purchase or Quad Electroacoustics Ltd. Enclose
a brief note giving your name and address and the reason for returning it. euad
offers a same-day service from Monday to Friday except for bank holidays.
Please contact us to make an appointment.

The original packing should be retained in case the unit has to be returned for
service.
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ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED
(UK versions only)

INSTAI,LANON

AC power lead 2m with 13A 3 pin ptug (13A fuse) Stock No. QUKES2B

Check that the voltage range marked on the back
matches the supply before you connect the unit.

The77 is supplied with an AC power lead with a moutded 13A 3 pin plug with
1 3A f use. Do not cut off this plug or use it with its fuse cover removed. lf however
for any reason the plug has to be removed then it must be disposed of and under
no circumstances plugged into a 13A socket ouilet. A suitable plug can be
fitted, as explained below:-

IMPORTANT - Fitting a mains ptug.

The wires in the mains lead are coloured:

Brown = Live Blue = Neutrat

The Brownwire must be connected to the terminal marked L orcoloured Red.
The Blue wire must be connected to the terminal marked N or coloured Black.
lf the lead also has a GreenNeilowwire than this must be connected to the
terminal marked E or coloured Green or Green/yellow.

when a fused 13A plug is used a 13A fuse (ASTA approved to BS1362) will be
adequate for a typical Quad system. For other types of plug, then fit a 13A fuse
either in the plug, or adaptor, or at the distribution board. tt in oount consult a
qualif ied electrician.

This is not critical and it may be operated free standing or stacked. Note that
the amplifier can deliver substantial amounts of power. ihe diecast housing will
provide more than adequate cooling for normal domestic purposes but if the
amplifier is played at very high volume levels for extended periods then
adequate ventilation must be provided - the case will become quite warm to the
touch. Do not place audio or video cassettes on top of the amplifier because the
magnetic fields produced by its mains transformer may affectthe quality of their
recordings.

The Quad 77 integrated amplifier is fitted with standard binding posts. lt is
unconditionally stable and can be used with any type of loudspeaier cable. For
optimum performance it is necessary to ensure that the resistance of the cable
is small relative to the loudspeaker impedance. eUAD loudspeaker cable gives
the best results. Each loudspeaker should be connected to the appropriate
output terminals so that the two pairs of wires are connected in the same way,
to ensure that the speakers are correctly phased. The output terminals are
colour coded to facilitate this. should there be any doubt the phasing can be
checked experimentally. see Loudspeaker phasing, page 9 for infomation on
how to check for correct phasing.

ChecHng the AC The77 integrated amplifier is supplied in three versions suitable for connection
pouer Supply to either 240-220V, 120-110V and 1OOV AC power supplies. Check that you

have the correct version before you connect the amplifierto the AC suppty. irre
operating voltage is clearly marked on the back. lf in doubt ask your euad
dealer.

Connecting to the
AC power Suppty

Note

Positioning the
Amplifier

Loudspeaker Connection

I
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SIGNAL CONNECTIONS

Note

Source 1

Source 2

Tape

In special cases where the loudspeakers also resdre an anergising supply
follow the instructions for the loudspeakers.

Each loudspeaker should be capable of handling the fr.il otlpltt of the amplifier.
The outputs must not be connected in parallel or h setbs to produce a single
channel amplifier.

Take care if heavier than normal grade loudspeabc&les are used as these
can place undue strain on the output terminals-

All input connections are clearly marked on ihe bad( d the amplifier. Phono
sockets are used for non 77 equipment inputs and olputs.

Auxiliary input for non Quad 77 equipment srcfi as Hwision tuner, video
recorder etc. The signal cable should be connecf;ed b the source 1 L and R
sockets,

A second auxiliary input for non Quad 77 equipment The s@nal cable should
be connected to the source 2 L and R sockets.

Record and playback connections for tape or cass€ffie recorders. Record and
replay levels have been chosen to match most recorders atnently available.
The signal playback cable should be connected to the tape in L and R sockets
and the record cable to the tape out L and R sockeds. Otr tape monitoring is
provided from these sockets.
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OPERATION AS A STAND ALOI{E
INTEGRATED AilPLIFIER

[airl On nd Ofr $ritch

Switching on/off
from Standby

Note

Input Selection

Note

Volume

Balance

Note

REMOTE CONTROL OPERATION
IN 77 OUADLINK SYSTEM

Press the on/off switch at the rear of lhe 77 integrated amplifier. This has a
rocker action, press the bottom to switch it on and the top to switch it off.

ln normal use the rear mounted switch is left switched on and lhe77 turned off
and on using the standby button on the f ront panel, see full details for Standby
operation in the following section.

Press the TTamplifier standby button to resume operation with the same input
and control settings as when standby was last selected. When you have
finished listening simply press the standby button again and the77 will switch
to the standby mode indicated by a red LED in the standby button.

The77 can safely be left in the standby mode for long periods, but you may
prefer to switch it off when you go away on holiday.

Press the button forthe input required; source 1, source 2 ortape, The source
selected will indicated by a red LED being lit in the button pressed.

Once tape has been selected the tape button has to be pressed a second time,
to deselect the tape monitor function, before any other input source can be
played through the loudspeakers.

When tape is selected both a source button red LED and the tape button red
LED will be lit at the same time - this is to indicate source to tape monitoring.

Press vol { (down) or vol > (up) until the required volume is obtained.
The volume level is shown by the number lit in the display from 00 to 32, the
larger the number the higher the volume setting.

Adjust the balance for correct interchannel sound balance. To adjust the
balance press the bal button, the red LED will light and the display will show
0 (central balance). Then presseithervol 1 (shifttothe left)orvol F (shift
to the right) until the required setting is reached - the displayed number will
change in steps of one from 0 to 9 (for each channel) to show the difference
between channel levels. When the desired balance setting is reached press the
bal button again - the display will change to show the volume level set.

Each press of a button will change the volume/balance by one step - lf either
button is held down stepping will continue until it is released,

When connected as part o'f  a 77 QUADLINK system lhe 77 units are
connected via a multiway bus cable (separate power and signal cables are not
required). All 77 units connected may then be operated by the Quad77 infrared
remote control - its functions and LCD display being automatically updated
to match the units connected. Full operation is covered by the 77 remote
control instruction book and the separate book supplied with each 77 unil.

E
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TAPE RECORDING

Recording

Monitoring

CONNECTING OTHER 77
UNITS TO THE 77 BUS

AMPLIFIER PROTECTION

LOUDSPEAKER PROTECTION

QUAD ELECTROSTATIC
LOUDSPEAKERS

Select the source to be recorded (source 1 orsqrce 2) wtrich will be heard
through the loudspeakers as well as befrtg bd lo fte tape out sockets.
Recording will commence as soon as the rc@der b started. Monitoring is
achieved by pressing tape, and the @ LED ul be also be lit. To return to
listening to the source direct, press tape ag:iL the tape LED will go out.

Off tape monitoring is automatically prw*bd lronr any input, when tape is
selected, via a recorder connected to the bpe sockets.

When connected as part of the 77 QUADUNK syEtem all units are linked
together via the QUADLINK data bus which trardles pofler, signal and control
functions. Each unit incorporates a QUADLINK data h.rs connecting socket
and is supplied with a special cable for linking the uSls bgdrcr - daisy chained.

Only the correct interconnecting cables bearing the QUADLINK should be
used - a range of different lengths are available. Do not ptrt sttarp bends in the
QUADLINK cable.

The 77 amplifier is fully protected against gross overload and short-circuited
outputs and will automatically shut down if it is overloaded or gets too hot - this
is indicated by the standby button LED flashing (red for overload and orange
for overheating) and the output being muted. For overload conditions this is for
about 30 seconds, after this time it will resume normal operation but if the
overload persists then the process will be repeated - in this case the amplifier
should be switched off and the cause of the problem investigated. When
overheated, the shutdown can befrom about 5 seconds, oran indefinate period,
depending on the degree of overheating and the time it takes for it to cool down.
lf the amplifier is played at very high volume levels for extended periods make
sure that it has adequate ventilation.

The loudspeaker manufacturer will usually state a maximum recommended
amplifier power output, but as the maximum safe power for most loudspeakers
is time and frequency dependent it is ditficult to define precisely for a musical
signal. Some manufacturers will permit their loudspeakers to be used with
amplifiers exceeding the quoted handling provided cefiain precautions are
observed. This can sometimes be an advantage in enabling shoft duration
peaks to be handled without overload. The advice of the loudspeaker
manufacturer should always be obtained if in any doubt.

The77 integrated amplifier is fullycompatible with the Quad ESL63 electrostatic
loudspeaker. lt can be used with the earlier model ESL provided the ESL
protection circuit (type QELCLPK) is fitted inside each loudspeaker- withoutthis
protection circuit they could be damaged by signal peaks - please contact Quad
Electroacoustics Ltd for full details.
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LOUDSPEAKER PHASING

HEADPHONES

CHANGING INPUT
SENSITIVITIES

PREAMPLIFIER OUT

CHARGING OUTPUT

MAINTENANCE

lf there is any doubt about the way the loudspeakers are connected thei r phasing
can easily be checked by playing a mono source when the sound should appeal
to emanate from a point midway between the two loudspeakers. lf this is
indefinite then the connections to one of the loudspeakers should be reversed.
when correctly connected the loudspeakers will give a definite centre sound
source with more full bodied tenor and bass registers.

Headphones will normally be used in place of loudspeakers and there are a
number of suitable switch units available designed to enable the loudspeakers
to be switched off when the headphones are plugged in. Most of these
incorporate a simple attenuator circuit to permit operation at normal volume
control settings.
Electrostatic orothertypes of headphones requiring a high level input should be
operated in accordance with the manufacturers instructions.

The input sensitivities for source 1 , source 2 and tape are set at the factory for
300 mv which should match most current equipment. These sensitivities can
be changed separately, using the 77 remote control, to 100 mV or 77s my it
preferred. To change the setting carry out the following steps for each input
separately.

select the input you want to change by pressing the button(on the 77 remote)next to the required source - the dispray wirfchange to ,i.,o* the functionsavailable for the source serected. press ihe sens Eutton - the dispray wirlshow the sensitivities availabte e00; 300; 77e the progr"rrlJ revet wiil beindicated by an 'A' next to it (eg 300 A) io chang" ir.,""r"iting j;sr press thebutton next to the rever requiied and the ,A' wiil move next to the newchosen setting. Now press up to return to the source menu.

The preamplifieroutput ottheTT integrated amplifier is 775 mV which is suitable
for feeding most power amplifiers. phono sockets are fitted and an appropriate
cable should be used to make connection to the power amplifier signal input.

An output for charging the batteries in the 77 remote control unit. Not to be used
for any other purpose or for feeding other types of equipment.

The case can be cleaned with a soft brush or, for more stubborn marks, a slightly
moistened lint{ree cloth. In this case remove the mains plug from the supply
socket. Do not use cleaning agents, solvents or abrasives.

l.

I.
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REAR VIEW
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SPECIFICATTON Operation:

Controls:
(on 77 integrated amp)

SignalBus:

lnputs:

Load impedance;

Signal/noise;

Outputs:

Output level;

Source impedance;

ResidualNoise:

I ntercha ri nel Ba t ance :

Maximum power Output:

Max i mu m Cu rrent O utput :

Distortion (totat harmonic) :

Frequency Response:
(ref 1 kHz)

Power Response (ref I kHz):

Standalone by press buttons also fullfunction
oy optronalTT intrared remote control.

Press buttons for Standby, Volume, Balance,
Source 1, Source 2 and iape.

QUADL|NK. For any number of eUAD 77
senes products.

Source 1, Source 2,Tape.

lnputSensitivities: Sourcel&2 Tape
300 mV

(can be chan giiofizremote controrro 100 n.'irollruu n.'u.,

850c) 3OOCI

'A' weighted. Volume control at minimum
-105 dB with reference to fulloutpui.

10.3 dB with volume controlvaried between
maximum to -70 dB.

84W into BO <0.05% dtot.
115W into 4e <0.05% dtot.

1 1A peak per channel.

Continuous sine wave into ge resistive load,
any level up to 70W.

20 Hz; <0.005% (22 k{zbandwidth).

1 kHz; <0.005% (22kHzbandwidth).

20 kHz; <0.05% (80 kHz bandwidth).

33 ko

>100 dB
(Noise figures ,A' weighted ref

Preamp-out

775 mV

33 ko

>100 dB
775 mV)

Tape-out

same as input level

Output tnternat tmpedance.: 1.5 pH parailel with 3.3O.
DC Offset: Typicalty < 20 mV.

-0.3 dB
-3.0 dB

-0.75 dB

at 10 Hz and 20 kHz.
at 3 Hz and 50 kHz.

at 1O Hz and 20 kHz.

ft
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Crosstalk:

Hum and Noise:

StabilitY:

AC InPut:
(double insulated)

Power ConsumPtion:

Power ConsumPtion:
(in standbY)

Power Fuse:

Weight:

Dimensions:

<- 90 dB at 1 kHz.

-105 dB ref.75W (22kHz measurement
bandwidth unweighted).

Unconditionally stable with any load and any

signal.

24O-22OV, 1 20-1 1 0V and 1 00V'

30-350 VA depending on signal level'

<10 vA.

3,15A anti-surge tor 22O-24OY.
6.3 A anti-surge for 110-120V and 100V'

6.3 kg.

321 mm wide; 65 mm high; 300 mm deeP'

Allvottagesquotedarerms'Measurementsapplytoeitherchanneland
were made at 230V AC.

The right is reserved to alter performance and specifications as required'
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Quad Electroacoustics Ltd Huntingdon PE18 7DB United Kingdom

Tel:01480 52561 Fax: 01480 413403
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QUAD is a registered Trade Mark
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